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Senior Thesis Final Paper 
 
Section 1:  
  
A thorough explanation of the genesis of the project.  
  
When you made the choice on your Thesis, what were the determining factors, what              
did you hope to learn, what challenges did you identify? How did you go about               
getting started? How did your project relate to what you discovered about yourself             
as a dance artist during your time at LMU. Are there particular experiences you had               
here that you can identify as pointing you in this direction?  
 
Starting this project was actually extremely difficult for me. I have always been in              
school learning and studying my craft that I didn’t really ever think about the finished               
product or what I had to do to culminate my time here at Loyola Marymount University                
or even just my schooling in general. So when the summer before my senior year finally                
rolled around I was shocked that it was already here and time to start creating this                
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project. I’m not big on writing papers, dance is my passion so when deciding on a                
thesis I knew that I wanted it to do with dance, and most likely me teaching dance in                  
some way. After I graduated from high school I didn’t get into to any of colleges that I                  
dreamed of going to. I applied to Chapman University, Loyola Marymount University,            
Long Beach State, and The Juilliard School. Now at this time in my life I solely relied on                  
my dancing to get me through everything. I knew that I was going to get into school                 
because of my dancing so I didn’t really even need to try at my school work. For that                  
my grades were terrible and I didn’t academically get accepted into any school accept              
for Long Beach State. I was right about one thing...all of the schools accepted my               
dancing ability, I was extremely proud of myself when I went to audition for Julliard               
because of the fact that I actually broke my sesamoids on my right foot and could barely                 
releve when I auditioned and from the 80+ people that were at the audition they cut me                 
when there were only ten left. I always wonder what would’ve happened if I was               
dancing at my one hundred percent. But with that being said I was ready to go to Long                  
Beach because the dancing was good and that was where I got into. It was a little big                  
for my taste and didn’t really make me feel at home like Chapman, and especially               
Loyola Marymount did, but I thought that was okay and that I could transfer later. At this                 
time I really wanted to go to Chapman because that is where every “good” dancer at my                 
studio wanted to go, even the owner’s daughter went to Chapman. I knew that this was                
the school for me, so when they sent me a personalized rejection letter, even though I                
got rejected I knew that they wanted me to dance at their school and that I just needed                  
to get my grades up. So from there I decided not to go to Beach State and enroll in my                    
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community college in my hometown back in Ohio. I needed a place to work so my                
dance teachers took me under their wings and asked me to teach at the studio. I had                 
never taught in my life, other than the occasional class that I would step in and teach                 
them something while the teacher was away for a minute, but my teachers had faith in                
me and knew that I could do it. I was extremely grateful for the situation that they threw                  
me into. The recreational teacher suddenly had to quit her position at the studio and so                
they put me into that role. The position involved me teaching every single recreational              
class, from preschool ballet, all the way up to teaching advanced acro with the senior               
company members. It was extremely challenging but because of the amazing guidance            
from my studio owners I learned a great deal and actually became a pretty good               
teacher. I taught at the studio for three years while being a full time student through that                 
time I learned that I should rethink about Chapman and what was the real reason that I                 
wanted to go to that school when I clearly felt more at home. I talked with my parents                  
and my studio owners and they really helped me see that they will support every               
decision that I make and that I should just decide something because that is what               
everyone else decides. It was crystal clear that I wanted to go to Loyola Marymount               
and so that is what I was going to do. I moved out to California and only auditioned at                   
the school that I wanted to attend, Loyola Marymount University and when I got in I was                 
ecstatic. I felt as though it was better for me to transfer into school when I was a bit                   
older because I was more mature and more able to handle the workload and              
understand that you can’t just not do you work and expect everything to be okay which                
is definitely something that I had to learn. Even through my journey at LMU I realized                
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that my senior year had to be my most difficult year because it is the only year that I                   
was truly the most ready to handle all of my work. I think everything happens for a                 
reason and this was definitely God’s plan for me, on His time. Because of all of the                 
training I had with teaching I was very prepared to teach for my Senior thesis. The only                 
question was what was I going to teach? I have learned so much from this dance                
department and I wanted to showcase all the experience that I had from this school               
while still being different from the rest. Although I have learned so much about concert               
dance and am much more open to that world of dance I know that in my heart that I will                    
probably always lean towards the commercial dance world. To me it is just more direct,               
I would say that I love being told what to do, I am not really a person who thrives in an                     
improvisational setting and don’t really love situations where you are given a phrase of              
movement and then are asked to “expand” on the idea. I really just like to be given                 
specific choreography, and I like to give people specific choreography. This is why I              
love the commercial world because what the choreographer says goes and because of             
that they have a specific vision that we as the dancers need to emulate and I feel that is                   
where I thrive the most, when I am given too much liberty I have a more difficult time, I                   
have realized that it is because I just want to do the right thing and please people and                  
when I am supposed to come up with something on my own there is a chance that the                  
choreographer won’t like what I’ve created. So because I have realized that about             
myself I knew that I wanted to do that as my thesis, but I didn’t know what I wanted to                    
choreograph, I thought that it would be faster to do a concept video of some sort                
because since this was going to be my hardest year I didn’t want to think to largely and                  
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then have it all crumble before me so I thought a video would make the most sense.                 
When I proposed it to Damon in the beginning of the year though however he explained                
to me that if I haven’t had any experience in film, which I haven’t, then it wouldn’t be that                   
easy of a process. He did however say that I could choreograph a piece and it doesn’t                 
have to be so long. I thought about what style I wanted to dance to, I feel as though I                    
have to grow as a choreographer because although I really love teaching, I think that               
my choreography isn’t worthy enough and I always usually second guess myself and             
am constantly questioning whether anyone thinks that I am actually talented. So            
because of this I wanted to do something more contemporary originally because its a              
side of my choreography that people don’t really get to see and I wanted to show people                 
that I could do it, and that I could execute it well. But I also knew that I wanted to                    
incorporate tap and also jazz because it wouldn’t be like any of the other theses which                
were mostly going to be concert modern dance, from what I knew and could tell about                
the choreographers. Not that it is a bad thing at all, I actually think it's really beautiful                 
but I just wanted to go and live out of the box for a little bit. I thought of themes of what                      
my piece or show would be about and I just couldn’t think of anything that was as                 
meaningful as the others, mine didn’t have a story to it and wasn’t that emotional, I                
wanted mine to be happy and make people smile because that is what I like to do. So I                   
thought about different things or people in my life that brought me that joy and               
happiness and I came up with the elements of my thesis. People that inspire me, I                
narrowed it down to three people/elements and those were my father, Alan McElroy,             
who as a professional in the television and film industry for over 30 years has inspired                
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me to go after my dream, my dad never gave up on his passion and has inspired me not                   
to either. He has been so blessed to be able to give my mother and my two other                  
siblings a very great life and all by writing. The next would be my dance teacher and                 
best friend Jordan Leitson, I have known and danced with Jordan since I was two years                
old and he has always had my back in everything that I do. The two of us have an                   
extremely special bond that I know won’t ever break.         
 
And the last element was all of the amazing people that I met at LMU, specifically the                 
dance department because everyone is so spectacular and gifted. The people in the             
program have helped made me look at dance in a different way, they taught me how to                 
move in a different way. Coming from the competition world, though I am forever              
grateful for the versatility that I have gotten from doing all the many styles that one has                 
to do in the competition world, and I feel as though I am a very strong technical dancer                  
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because of that but also because of that I have only been used to dancing in a certain                  
way. Because of all the different backgrounds from everyone at LMU I have found all               
the different avenues that my body can move and I am excited to explore it more. From                 
there I thought that I wanted to have three different sections for the three different               
elements, there was going to be a section for my dad, that would probably be the                
contemporary/modern section, then there was going to be a section for Jordan which             
would be tap, and then the last section would be for LMU and that would probably be                 
my more jazz section with a fun finale when all the styles coexist together. But I soon                 
realized that I really was just the most excited about the tap portion and maybe I should                 
just focus on that and make a big production out of it, which is precisely what I did. I                   
had so much fun when I was here at LMU but when I was in tap class with Carol Zee                    
and when I choreographed a tap piece with Abby Miller, Courtney sprouse, and Cassidy              
Gempler. I enjoyed tap dancing so much that I knew that I wanted to do tap, and also                  
teach.  
 
Section 2:  
  
A detailed outline off the process of bringing your project to fruition.  
  
Drawing from your journal and other sources, detail every step you took to complete your               
project. Include everything. No detail is too small. Talk about challenges, successes,            
unexpected setbacks, unexpected surprises, everything. What would you have done          
differently, what behaviors do you hope to continue to employ?  
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Be thorough, honest, reflective and direct.  
Once I knew that I wanted to do a tap thesis I needed to find a song. I thought                   
back to my elements of my piece, my father, Jordan, and my community here at LMU                
and thought what part of the thesis would the music represent. I also knew that I still                 
wanted to incorporate other dance styles in the piece so I wanted a piece of music that                 
was long enough to encapture all of that plus I wanted it to also to have dynamic                 
elements that would compliment the tap dancing. I decided on doing a song that had               
more of a rock and roll theme and something that my dad would listen to. I looked up                  
songs from the 70s and 80s. Artists like Genesis and Yes, I decided that Yes had                
songs with more variety than Genesis so I concentrated more on those. I already had a                
few Yes songs in my music library that I had been listening to for years so I started with                   
those but then looked up practically all the songs on their albums just trying to see                
which one is the right length and the right fit for the piece. I listened for weeks on and                   
off to the songs by Yes to see which one would be a good fit for the piece and time I                     
would play the songs I always would come back to one song, Roundabout by Yes. To                
me this song seemed like it was perfect because it wasn’t too short and had moments of                 
slowness to re incorporate the idea that I wanted a different style of dancing in the piece                 
and by the way of this song, contemporary seemed like the style of choice to really                
round out the piece. Excited I mentioned that I was picking a Yes song to my dad and                  
when he asked which one and I replied with “Roundabout” he broke into tears right at                
brunch. He told me a story of himself when he was a young African American boy in                 
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the 70s, going into the record store and wanting to by the Yes album because the cover                 
art was so amazing to him, but knowing that in this day and age he should be buying hip                   
hop music and would be looked down upon for buying Yes. So for weeks he just went                 
into the store and looked at it, then finally finding enough courage he bought it and                
listened to “Roundabout” on repeat. So for him to have a daughter and she just by                
chance chooses that exact song on her own to do her senior thesis to, he couldn’t                
handle it. This struck such a chord with me that now I had to do it no matter what. Now                    
that I had the song down, I really needed a cast, at this point it is nearing the edge of                    
the fall semester and now that the fall concert is over everyone that I would think to put                  
into my thesis has more free time. But even though it seems like a perfect time to ask                  
them, something is still holding me back and I don’t really know what it is, my best                 
guess would be fear of being rejected by the people that i would need most to be in my                   
thesis. Because of this I kept putting off asking anyone to be in it. Weeks came and                 
went and the rest of my class had started to ask or had already cast their thesis so I                   
knew that I needed to grow up and ask. Finally winter break came around and I knew                 
that before the break was over that I needed to ask and that I was going to ask.                  
Previous to winter break I had only asked my best friend and dance teacher Jordan but I                 
knew that I was obviously going to need more than one other person to achieve the                
vision that I had planning. So over winter break I sent out a message to my cast, which                  
included: Courtney Sprouse, Lisanne Holterman, Darren Maser-Katter, Alexis Sissac,         
Jordan Leitson, Heather Hightower, Reagan Ricossa, Haley Smith, Monica Williams,          
and myself. I was so thrilled that everyone said that they could do it and I was ready to                   
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start rehearsals as soon as everyone came back. Scheduling a group of this size was               
incredibly difficult. As many of the other theses that I encountered were split up into               
groups based on when people could rehearse I found it difficult to get everyone on the                
same page and I worked for hours to make everyone’s schedule work. After making              
several lists and spreadsheets trying to make all of my casts schedules work with mine               
for optimal practice time, I finally came up with a group that was going to rehearse on                 
Thursday and a group that was going to rehearse on Friday. 
I was going to teach      
all the main   
choreography to both   
groups and for   
section work I would    
just split up the    
sections by the days    
that they rehearsed,   
more of a challenge    
for me but I was most      
definitely up for it. It     
actually ended up   
working out perfectly   
though because it just so happened that all of the more beginner level tap dancers were                
in the Thursday group and all of the more advanced tap dancers were all the people                
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that could rehearse on Friday. This whole process really challenged me as a             
choreographer and a teacher because I could never really see the full picture. When I               
was choreographing parts that the whole group was going to do together I had a hard                
time seeing where I could possibly do cool things with formations for example because I               
always only had half the group and that is extremely hard to work with. This process                
was also a challenge to me because I had made it open to all levels of tap, meaning                  
advanced like most of the Friday people, such as my dance teacher Jordan who has               
worked professionally and taught tap across the country for over a decade, all the way               
to Haley Smith who had never done tap and only knew how to do a shuffle. I had to                   
make them all fit together in a cohesive piece that was still fun and entertaining to                
watch. So when I was choreographing I was also simultaneously teaching steps that             
had never been taught to some of these people before, thus I had to approach the                
choreography differently like offering modifications that didn’t compromise the sound or           
the aesthetic of the piece. I also found it hard to keep a positive attitude when I felt as                   
though people who should know what they were doing didn’t, I felt as though they were                
slacking off. An excerpt from my journal entry states “ I’m having a hard time putting the                 
puzzle pieces together it seems. I feel as though some people pick up the              
choreography really easily, honestly it is some of the people that shouldn’t know it as               
well. But I am getting frustrated with the people that should have it and don’t and I don’t                  
know what to do about it.” I can’t say if this is a good thing or a bad thing but so far in                       
my life it has been working for me and I find that thus far it works the best, but when I                     
am choreographing something I usually only have a little bit (if any at all) “pre               
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choreographed”. For me I just have a better time when I find the natural flow in the                 
space, if I come with something prepared nine times out of ten I am changing it because                 
I don’t like the way it looks or it can’t be done full out, etc. But because of this, which is                     
something that I found often bit me in the foot in this process, I would choreograph a lot                  
of material at one time, some of it being more difficult and meant to be practiced and                 
worked on. But when filming the product at the end of the rehearsal, so much would be                 
marked or just forgotten that when it came to the next week nobody knew what they                
were doing and sometime we would even have to start the section over again. I               
continually stated that tap dance isn’t like any other style of dance that they had taken                
and for many of them it was new in general. In many of the other rehearsal it was clear                   
that people had no clue what they were doing when they walked in but in watching their                 
video a couple times and doing it with the video they were able to figure out the modern                  
movement. But tap is different, the way that it becomes learned is through rigorous              




On my part it was also hard because I knew that everyone in my cast was volunteering                 
their time to help me with my senior thesis and really didn’t have to be there if they                  
didn’t want to be. So, when I was giving corrections to things that I had taught at the                  
beginning of the process, I was very careful to not get frustrated because I also knew                
that some of them were doing the best that they could, not all of them, but some.                 
Another challenged that I faced was definitely respect, now I’m not saying that my cast               
did not work hard for me because I absolutely know that they did, maybe harder than                
other people’s theses because the task of learning a new style was a bit harder and                
more of a commitment. But in the fact that I felt that even though they were working so                  
hard there was still a level of relaxation that my thesis wasn’t as big of a deal as other                   
people’s works, which was hard to combat. Much of my journal is very private to me                
and with permission of the cast I did write personal information in my journal that I don’t                 
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feel comfortable sharing but in one of my excerpts I wrote about this issue that I was                 
having. I wrote “I’m struggling and feel like I am at a loss. I feel disrespected and                 
tossed to the side. I know that people have other things going on but you signed up for                  
my thesis so I deserve 100% of you when you are with me and when you are working                  
on it outside of rehearsal. I feel as though I have to talk to Damon about this when I                   
meet with him because I just don’t know what to do, I feel like my piece is not good and                    
I have actually nothing to show to him because of it.” So after I wrote that entry I went to                    
see Damon, to talk about how my thesis was going and then to explain to him some of                  
the hardships that I was having. When I say him he gave me sound advice that I have                  
to be more stern with my cast and can’t worry about them liking me all the time.                 
Because I went into this process knowing that it was going to be extremely difficult for                
some I always wanted to be very encouraging to my cast even when they weren’t               
getting a step. But what was going on now was completely different and I needed to                
seperate my friendships from them and try to get their best out of them even if it meant                  
that I had to be more serious and couldn’t worry all the time about whether people were                 
having a good time or not. Once I got that in my mind the process was so much better                   
for me. As the process continued and it came closer to the show I realized that these                 
two groups had never actually danced with each other “were the pathways even going              
to work?” a question that I asked myself in my journal.           
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I wasn’t sure if any of my choreography was going to work and the transitions still really                 
needed to be fleshed out, plus the fact that because my best friend Jordan was back                
home in Ohio and running a dance studio he was learning everything off video from               
practice, and from one visit where I pretty much taught him everything. I was nervous to                
say the least and I knew that I needed to have this group practicing all together several                 
times until they and I felt comfortable with the difficult choreography that, even after              
months of practice, people were still grappling with. But I found that everyone could              
work on Wednesday night for three rehearsals as well as coming to their normal              
rehearsal time. So now instead of just having three practices left it was like I had six                 
which I found to be a huge relief and I felt that my cast did as well. With all those group                     
practices it finally seemed like everything was coming into place. People could see             
where their spots actually were in relation to other people instead of me just trying to                
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explain it or say that we will figure it out. And from their everyone started really picking                 
up the vibe of how I wanted the piece so that by the end practices everyone was really                  
pretty clean. The biggest challenges that I had left were fitting Jordan into the piece               
and making sure that he understood everything considering that he was only going to              
have one week of practice with the cast, and at the end of that week he was going to                   
have to perform it on the stage, and the fact that this is a nearly ten minute high level                   
energy tap piece and was choreographed to be high in energy, intensity, and in tap               
difficulty for nearly the entire time. The stamina from everyone was by far the hardest               
part of the whole piece. I would sit and watch the piece and it would look so great and                   
clean at the beginning and then by the end, everyone was so tired that they couldn’t                
execute the things that they could in the beginning. They needed to fight the fatigue or                
just dance more efficiently throughout the whole piece, don’t give so much of your              
energy in the beginning even though I know that your excited. Save it for the end when                 
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you are going to need it the most because that is when the song goes the hardest and                  
we as the dancers need to match that. But I promised them that if you just keep it clean                   
and efficient it will help. 
 
Section 3: 
Tell us about the final result and your feelings about it. Does the final product fulfill                
all you outlined in section one? What areas of your final product feel fulfilling, what areas                
may need further development? 
 
 
As practices were nearing the end I also realized that I had never actually               
danced the full piece with my cast and I needed to take all the corrections that I told my                   
cast on to myself to make sure that I know what I am doing when I perform it with them.                    
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But even with all the stresses of what the process was like making this piece it was                 
really all worth it when it was on the stage. The lighting and the costumes were so fun to                   
experience I really loved the way the primary colors looked on everyone, I chose them               
because there are three of them and I wanted to keep the theme of three going on. As                  
for the lights I was a big of an overachiever as when I first talked to Heather                 
Romanowski the lighting designer for the concert I had explained to her that I wanted it                
to be like a real rock concert and so I had thirteen lighting cues. She with good reason                  
quickly turned down that idea and many of my others because she explained to me that                
she didn’t want the choreography to chase the lighting, meaning that because this             
concert wasn’t going to me time scored or press one cue that would have programmed               
cues for the whole piece that would automatically change with the changes in the music,               
that means that Heather would’ve had to change every cue and if the timing with the                
dance was off it would not look the best. I wholeheartedly agreed with her, and thus we                 
made what the product on the stage was and I was happy with that. If I lived in a perfect                    
world, I obviously think that there were so many parts that could’ve been that much               
cleaner and that we could’ve had that much more energy, but if I thought like that I                 
would absolutely drive myself crazy.     
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Even though at the time I couldn’t see it, looking back at the video of the performance                 
now I really just thank everyone that was in my cast and I can honestly say that I                  
couldn’t have done it without any of them and I am so grateful. If I could do anything                  
differently it would probably just try to come up with a rehearsal time that worked for                
everyone in the beginning because I feel that choreographically thats where many of my              
problems arose and when we all got together everything got fixed, almost on its own. I                
think the piece came out beautifully, even though at the time I was only seeing all the                 
micro mistakes that were happening within the piece that I couldn’t appreciate that I had               
actually achieved what many people were confused about and thought that I couldn’t             
do. To bring a group of students together that were all different levels and make them                
dance to a complicated piece of music like “Roundabout” by Yes sounds so daunting              




Based on what you learned on this project, and during your time here at LMU, where                
do you see yourself in a year, 5 years, ten years, and beyond. How does the knowledge and                  
experience gained while working on your thesis help to get you there. 
 
So, all that's left is what's next for me. Through this project I have learned so                
much about myself, the kind of person, choreographer, and teacher that I am and the               
fact that I do feel like I have a lot to give people. I should be proud of my choreography                    
and not afraid of how people are going to judge it, if I did that then I would never do                    
anything in my life, especially not in this field. My time here at LMU has been so                 
beneficial to me and even though I came into my class older than everyone else I don’t                 
feel as though I was “grown up”. Not until I went through the process of being here and                  
learning more and changing and growing into the person that I am proud of today. I                
know that I have a long way to go but I feel like this is a beautiful start to my story and                      
that it's only going to go up from here. An excerpt from my journal states “I am happy                  
with myself, I know I wasn’t when I left that stage or even at times when I was on that                    
stage but I really did it. I know now that I can go into the world and conquer. I can                    
tackle any challenge that will come my way, because I have grown from this experience,               
this school and I have my friends, my family and God with me.” My journal through this                 
whole process has helped me tremendously, I’m not one for journaling but after doing              
my thesis with one I found that it actually helps me keep my head screwed on straight. I                  
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have tried it in the past and it might be weird to say but I wasn’t ready for it, and                    
wouldn’t have been able to handle anything like that in any other version of myself               
except for this more mature version. It is my raw and real emotions and while because                
of that I don’t feel comfortable to share the whole thing I do have to say that it was such                    
a great source for all my emotions. The good, the bad, and the ugly, I put it all in there                    
and it truly kept me sane. Going forward with my life outside of this campus will be hard                  
but I am looking towards the future and hopefully I have good things coming my way. In                 
a year I hope to be working in some capacity with dance making decent enough money                
to support myself. LMU has opened my eyes to concert dancing so I won’t entirely rule                
it out like I used to but I truly feel that I am a concert dancer. Paula Abdul just                   
announced a residency at the Flamingo Hotel in Las Vegas and I would love to see                
myself working for her and having a steady job in the field that I love. In that way I look                    
up to my dad so much. He truly made his life’s passion making stories into his career in                  
the film and television industry and to this day he says that even though it's hard work it                  
still never feels like a job to him, I want that and I think that that is something that I can                     
achieve. In five years I can see myself, teaching dance for a company, choreographing              
in some capacity and also have a Master’s in Dance Choreography from CalArts. I              
want one specifically from that University because of their very close relationship to my              
all time favorite company, Disney. I would love to work for Disney and work my way up                 
to where I could see myself being a director of their live shows and travel all over the                  
world for them. At the same time I will have been developing my children’s unisex               
clothing line, something that I have wanted to do for nearly five years. Even though all                
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these things are just dreams at this point I don’t see any reason that they couldn’t                
become reality for me and with my knowledge of how to work with people now that I                 
have gained from my thesis and my time here at Loyola Marymount University I know               
that these dreams will soon enough become a reality. And when it happens I can look                
back fondly on the memories of LMU and the time where I wanted to a tap thesis to                  
“Roundabout” by Yes.  
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